APCM 29th April 2012 - Chairman’s Remarks

So far this year we have had a number of special and memorable services with a full, lively church.

More came on the feast of the Epiphany than at Christmas, enjoying Colin’s Magi puppets. Candlemas saw the church blazing with lights, as we gathered for the dedication of our new frontals. On Easter Day the altar-party forced a way through the crowd to the font. We had three sets of four generational families present with plenty of children, full of resurrection life. Last Tuesday, in the prayerful evening atmosphere of our church, Bishop Alan confirmed our five candidates in a moving service.

All this and more I take as signs of growth, green shoots appearing in the desert of apparent decline. I read an article recently on the state of the Church of England. All is obviously not well, particularly at the media reported higher levels. All is not well at grassroots either. Churches are less well attended, run by fewer, ageing volunteers.

Two clergy were quoted at length. One, a vicar nearing retirement, in a market town, spoke with despair as he contemplated his church, lacking anyone under 60 and where those who came had no real faith in Jesus.

The other was optimistic. She saw green shoots, as a younger, less churched generation became more involved in church life, often as a result of contacts through baptisms and weddings.

I am please and encouraged that we belong to the second category, with people of all ages from 0 to 95 expressing faith in Jesus Christ. There is no room for complacency but the signs are encouraging.


St. Matthew’s Mission Action Plan has just been presented to this Annual Meeting. Adrian Price (our mission accompanier), in helping us draw it up, encouraged us to be realistic in our limitations but also to be optimistic in our goals. We are grateful for his support and advice. What I described at the start of my observations forms the springboard for this process as we seek to continue to grow in stature and wisdom, in our service of Jesus Christ.

I’d like to end by thanking you for your ongoing support in your prayers, with your time, with your many and varied talents and with your money. I pray that the green shoots that are appearing may grow to full maturity, deeply rooted in the waters of faith, yielding a rich harvest.

Fr. David


